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The term “burn out” is overstated! It’s a mindset that people allow themselves to get into because of 

various reasons which can lead to early retirement or not wanting to strive for higher levels.  
 

As a young junior (12-15yrs old) coming through the ranks I believed burn out was a real concern as 

that was the popular belief of people I communicated with on regular basis in the sport. People 

believed the more you played during younger ages then it would lead to burn out when older.  
 

After spending nearly everyday involved (full time player to part time player & part time coach to full 

time coach) in this sport since early 1991 I firmly believe burn out is overstated and is one of many 

reasons why Australia (Junior and Senior) is not so good at TT at the International level. Another 

reason why I think burn out is overstated is due to knowing the type of training regime Stella Zhou 

(my wife) went through in China from ages 7 – 18. She played on average one hour everyday after 

school from age 7 – 9 then three hours everyday after school from age 10 – 12 before being selected by 

her province to become professional (playing 30+hrs per week while being paid equivalent to a full 

time adult wage) from age 13 – 18 where schooling was done on a part-time basis. It’s no surprise to 

learn Stella reached a higher level than I did on the International scene for our gender. A difference 

between the sport in China and Australia is becoming a good player in China is financially very 

beneficial whereas in Australia it is not.  

Stella said there’s no such thing as burn out in China as competition is so strong for National & State 

(provincial) Squad positions. Also, motivation is high because if players don’t keep performing at a 

certain level they will be dropped from their relative position/stature (National or State Squad player).  
 

HOW TO STOP BURN OUT BECOMING AN ISSUE? 

I’ll preface the following paragraph by saying, in my mind burn out does not exist if someone is doing 

an activity (TT for this example) up to 10hrs per week and going to school (30-35hrs per week). If this 

is the case then it’s highly likely the person doesn’t want to become a higher standard in that activity – 

this would be a choice that doesn’t involve burn out as an issue. 
 

For players who are playing 10+hrs per week for at least 45 weeks a year then the following steps can 

be used to not allow burn out to become an issue, 

1. Immediately reduce amount of hours for a period of time if start to feel extremely tired from 

playing or have no motivation/purpose to play. This could be just for a few days or may last for 

1-3 weeks. As every week of the year can be important for improvement, it’s recommended not 

too many weeks be used on a reduced scale but it’s a fine line to make sure you are mentally 

ready to go back to normal weekly training/playing routine. I believe having regular breaks, 

such as 2-3 days off every 2 months, is quite acceptable.   

2. Create short term goals to maintain mental stimulation if starting to feel any sign of burn out. 

These goals could include, improving certain skills or trying to achieve a particular result at an 

upcoming tournament, etc. 

3. Starting a playing regime of 10+hrs per week as early as possible, even if it’s at ages of 9 and 

10. The earlier habits are created, the easier it is to maintain them when older!     

 

SUMMARY 

Players don’t always enjoy playing but if have a good team (coach & parents) around them and follow 

the steps above then burn out should not be a concern. 


